Multiplied professional errors were known from time to time to be committed, to the injury of patients and the discredit of the art; yet were there no efficient means of counteracting these errors, or of preventing their authors from continuing their pernicious career; and those who were aware of these evils were obliged to lament that which they had no power of amending.
Another set of grievances which were much and loudly complained of, were felt principally in the following manner.
Persons with good professional education, well informed in all the branches of medical and surgical knowledge, placed themselves in situations in which they might render their knowledge useful to their fellow-creatures. No sooner did they this, however,?no sooner did they undertake to treat the disorders and accidents of the locality in which they were placed, than they were opposed and impeded by various rules, customs, or regulations, by which they learnt that they were by no means free agents in the exercise of the profession which they had chosen, and in preparing themselves for which, much time and labour had been occupied, and much money had been spent. The This invidious and partial method, however, of relaxing the strictness of academical regulations in favour of two bodies of lecturers situate at a distance, while they are retained in all their original force as to those more near the university, bad as it is, is much less hurtful than the system of absolutely and positively enjoining the whole of the courses required, to be taken from university lecturers.
This monopoly has at all times formed one of the most offensive and oppressive of the university privileges, and that which has been productive of the greatest amount of evil. Its effects have been long and repeatedly the subject of complaint; but they were first brought prominently forward by Adam Smith, who, in 
